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Errata 
Volume 20, No. 2 ( 1972), in the article, “Single Identity for Boolean Groups 
and Boolean Rings,” by N. S. Mendelsohn and R. Padmanabhan, pp. 78-82: 
The statement made in Theorem 2 regarding the description of all minimal 
length identities characterizing Boolean groups is incorrect and requires 
certain modifications. In the following scheme, let (p, Q; n) stand for the 
groupoid ((0, l,..., n - I>, .) where x * y = px + &mod n). Then the 
following groupoids are, respectively, models of the identities shown opposite 
to them: 
<2,2; 5) ... X(Y(X(ZY))) = z, 
G 2; 5) .*. X((X(Y4) Y) = z, 
<2,2 5) -‘* X(((ZY) x) y) = z, 
<2,2; 5) ..- X(((Y4 X>Y> = z, 
<4,2; 5) *.. (xy)((YZ) x) = z, 
and hence they do not define Boolean groups. The first four identities having 
a common model is not accidental; they are equivalent. Their properties 
along with the complete description of the other minimal length Boolean 
group identities will be given in a forthcoming article in this journal. 
Volume 19, No. 1 (1971), in the article, “Groups Whose Sylow 2-Groups 
Have Cyclic Commutator Groups,” by Paul Chabot, pp. 21-30. The following 
addition is made: 
Lemma 4.2 is false and is needed for the existence of a b E P, such that 
A : b + bu. Thus the proof of Theorem 1.1 is incomplete. Our notation is as 
follows: P is a Sylow 2-group of G with a cyclic commutator group P’ = (u) 
of order 2” > 1. Let T be the involution of <u>. We set P, = Cr(o) and 
PI =(x~Pjx:a-+o~u41,someZ). 
We shall prove two lemmas which will complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
These two lemmas allow one to assume the existence of b E P. such that 
A : b -+ bu when reading the proof Theorem 1.1. 
LEMMA. suppose P/PO cyclic and PI > PO , then T E Z*(G). 
Proof. Let P = P,(d). If [P - PO, PO] = (u) then d : b --f ba for some 
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b E PO and d : u --f (T . u41 or 0-i . u4z, for some integer I such that cF # 1. 
In either case dlP1:Pol : b --f b7, and we have that PO is non-abelian. 
If [P - P,,‘, P,,] < (u2) then [P,, , PO] = (u}, and PO is non-abelian. 
By Lemma 3.5, 7 is isolated in P,, . Hence, 7 is isolated among all 2”-2 
powers, since exp P/P,, < 2+s. If x is an involution of P - P, , then 
x : u + UT and so u2 E C,(x). But u2 is a 2”e2 root of 7. By Lemma 3.1, T 
is isolated in P and thus we have r E Z*(G) by Glauberman’s Z* theorem. 
LEMMA. Suppose [P - P,, , PO] < (u") and PI > P,, , then one of the 
following holds: 
(9 02~AG) > 024G), 
(ii) 02(G) < G. 
Proof. Assume O,,,,(G) = O,,(G). 
Claim 1. 7 isolated in PO . 
Assume there exists an involution y E P,, , with y # T. Then, u E C,(y). 
If x : y + T, we may assume x : C,(y) + P. But then uz is a 2”-l-th root of 7%. 
We must have rx E P,, . Replacing y by rx, we may assume y has a 2”-i-th 
root d in P. Consider [*, d] : P,,-+(u). We get a factorization P,, = CpO(d)(e). 
If e = 1 then d E P,, and then d2”-’ = y E Z(P) since [P - PO, PO] < (u2). 
Since r is clearly isolated in Z(P), our assumption that O,,,,(G) = O,(G) 
does not allow y E Z(G). Thus we have e # 1. Then y = d2”‘-l: e-e 
implies that y E Z(P,J. Thus PO < Cp(y). But then d E Cp(y) implies that 
C,(y) is non-abelian. By, Lemma 3.4, y cannot be fused to 7. This contra- 
diction establishes the claim. 
Claim 2. 7 is isolated in PI - PO . 
Assume there is an involution y in PI - P,, , then y : u ---f UT and so 
u2 E Cp(y). Thus, Cp(y) contains a 2m-2 root of 7. But, r is isolated among all 
2m-2 powers since they all lie in PO . So by Lemma 3.1, y not fused to 7. 
Now, our assumption that O,,,,(G) = O,(G) implies that there exists an 
involution h E P - PI fused to 7. 
Claim 3. Z(P) is elementary abelian. 
The proof is the same as that of claim 1 of Theorem 5.1. 
Let PI = P,,(a). Since [P - PO, PO] < (u2>, we can assume that 
/\ : a -+ (2~. Let c = a2m-1. Then, X : c + CT since a : (T + u . 041 for some 1 
and X : u + u-l. Let Q = u2"'-', then h : Q --f Q-l = QT. Thun, h : cQ -+ cQ 
and also a : cQ + cQ. Now, since d : cQ + cQ for all d E P,, , we have that 
cQ E Z(P). Claim 3 now yields that (cQ>” = 1 and thus u2m = c2 = 7. 
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We will now argue that 02(G) < G. Set P = Z(P)(h, u2, CT) = P,,(h, a”>. 
The necessary facts are as follows: 
(1) x E a mod P0(u2> implies that I(x)I = 21n+l; 
(2) x CE ha mod P,,(u2> implies that j<x)j = 2”; 
(3) y E P&h, u2> implies that I(y>l < 2m; 
(4) y E I’,,(& u2), I(y)1 = 2” implies that yzrnsl = 7; 
(5) x 4 P,(X, a”), I(x)\ = 2” implies that xam-l $2(P). 
These facts imply that no element of P - P” is fused to an element of p. 
Since P is maximal in P we conclude that the focal and subgroup 
P* = (xy-l 1 xy) < P” -=c P and thus 02(G) < G. 
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